Web Hosting Info
Specs & Features
Per Site

About Us
We are proud to work with so many local business to help them get their
websites online and make sure they perform to their highest level once
they are online. We work together with Flywheel to offer a premium
managed WordPress offering that will allow your website to not only
perform great for your customers but also for yourself when you need to
make any edits or changes.

Why Managed Hosting?
Working with a managed WordPress host is a great way to create peace
of mind when you’re deciding where to keep your WordPress website.
The benefits are a much more secure and speedier site since our hosting
infrastructure was designed specifically to host WordPress. This means
we can’t host emails, but the benefits are worth it.
Our provider has been able to custom program the servers to act more
securely than your standard shared or bulk host. This allows us to offer
a premium hosting experience to our clients that includes things like
daily backups with a 1-click restore and included Content Distribution
Network services that allow your website to be hosted in multiple data
centers across the web to not only ensure that your website has a higher
uptime, but can also make your website faster by delivering the website
files from the nearest server to your users.

Why work with us?

- 5000 Visits*
- 5GB Storage*
- 20GB Bandwidth / Month*
- Included SSL Certificate
- Google Cloud Services (CDN)
- Website Caching
- Security Focused
- Daily Backups (for last 30 days)
- WordPress Core Updates
- Weekly Plugin Updates
- Staging Area for testing changes
- Included Image Optimization
- Performance Optimization

* Specs Can be increased if your
site needs more storage or has
more visitors/requirements

Learn More @
gemwebb.com/hosting
Tel: 519-387-9322

Over the years we have learned a lot about hosting WordPress for a lot of clients and we’ve developed a system
that goes beyond just our host to ensure that your website is always performing its best and to maximize the
uptime of your site. In addition to our choice of host we also have a great WordPress toolkit when it comes to
optimization techniques and plugins that allow us to tweak and optimize the performance of each site to ensure
that it runs as well as it can. This includes image optimization plugins that will automatically scale any image you
upload to your site and compress it losslessly to take up a smaller file size. We also have a series of caching and
code consolidation plugins that allow us to drastically improve performance of slower/heavier sites by making
sure we pre-compile certain parts of the code and deliver only what is needed to the customer so they can get the
best experience possible.

Pricing

Starting at $600 CAD + HST / Year

Updating & custom coding
services Available upon request

